
Email 1

Headline - Top X Reasons Why You Should Join Forex Right Now

Hi {FN},

If you’ve ever wondered why you should even Join Forex in the First Place.
As well as the Opportunities in this World of Forex.

Then you need to read this Email very carefully.

Because I’ll be sharing with you {FN}, 6 Crucial Reasons why you need to
join Forex, not later. But Right Now!

Ready to gain some Insightful Knowledge? Then Let’s Jump right In.

1. Access to trading 24/5 from anywhere .

The Forex market trades 24 hours a day, 5 days a week from Monday to
Friday, and your broker offers you support 24 hours a day.

You can also choose when to trade – the European, US and the Asian
trading sessions follow each other.

When trading sessions in different time zones overlap, the available
liquidity in Forex reaches its maximum.

2.
The Earning Potential Is Massive
Look {FN}, In this Profitable Business of ours, you can start earning right
from the first day you register if you know the Right strategies and
methods to use.



But it gets even better, we are giving you opportunity to join hundreds of
people who are already making money using our signals

These signals actually allow you to start making money right from the first
day you join. And that is for a Fact.

3. You can trade with as little as $100!

Yes you saw that Right. You see, Starting deposits in Forex are
considerably lower than in other financial markets.

Leveraged (or marginal) trading used in Forex lets you operate funds many
times as large as your margin deposit

4. You Can Automate Your Trading:

You may say that you don’t have the time to Monitor Charts and Trade all
day. But I’m glad to tell you (If you don’t already know this) that you can
Automate your Trading.

So now you do not have to spend long hours in front of your computer
studying charts and following all the price movements.

With Automatic indicators and signals you will be notified immediately of
any important events or trend reversals.

Don’t worry about these terms for now. You’ll learn more about them with
time.

Meanwhile, You can also take advantage of Expert Advisors that are
based on your own or somebody else's proven trading strategy.



An Expert Advisor trades automatically without your participation.

5. In Forex, there is always a chance to earn.

{FN} I will definitely not tell you that it's all Rosy in the Forex Industry.

Stock markets can crash and securities may lose their value. It’s Normal In
this Business.

But the good thing about this is that; when one currency is depreciating,
the other will be gaining value and you get to earn on that as well.

6. Education and Training for Beginners

I know you may be wondering how you even start learning in the First
Place.

I’ll wonder too, if I were you.

Good thing is - Your broker provides you with demo-accounts, training
courses and workshops, video tutorials, news, charts and market analytics
so that you can practice your trading skills.

Apart from the broker support, we also give you all the support you will
be needing to ensure that you don’t lose your money

So {FN}, I hope this Mail opened your eyes to the reasons you need to Join
Forex Now. Because you’re missing out if you’re not here.

Meanwhile, Tomorrow, I’ll be showing you some Amazing Benefits of
Forex Trading.

Look out for that Mail.



And I’ll see you tomorrow.

Michael Olatunji.

Email 2 - The Amazing Benefits of Forex Trading

{FN}, Like I Promised you Yesterday. In this Email, I’ll be revealing some
really Amazing Benefits of Forex Trading.

Especially if you’re still on the Edge as to if Joining the Forex is something
you should do.

Or Maybe you just really want to know what’s in it for you in Forex.

Well, this Email is for you.

Let’s look at the just 4 of the Countless Reasons why you should join
Forex.

1. It provides an opportunity to diversify your investment portfolio.

You see, one difference between stocks and currencies is that stocks move
independently of each other while currencies move relative to each other.

So with currencies, when one is rising, another must be falling.

Now, this enables you to have investments in different currencies and in a
different market.

Sounds Great, right?
It gets better, just read on.



2. You can start trading forex with Little capital.

Yes, you don’t need so much Money to Start Trading Forex.

Not at all. You just have to look for a broker where these requirements are
low.

Different Brokers with their Respective Requirements.

For example, our broker allows you register with a startup capital of $250
only

And In forex markets, you can trade with more funds than you possess by
availing leverage from your broker.

That’s not all…I think the next Benefit would Interest you specially.

3. The ability to earn in Dollars and Foreign currencies

In this time where the Dollar Rate is rising faster than the Nigerian
morning Sun. You would be cheating yourself if you don’t find a way to
benefit from this and start Earning in Dollars.

And when others are complaining about how things are, all you’ll be doing
is CHILLING.

As against earning only in the Nigerian naira with all of its instability



4. The Earning Potential Is Huge

{FN}, A number of people these days have given up their professions just
to take up forex trading as their full time profession.

Why? Because you can earn a lot from it. So much that you can Fire your
Boss and Face it full time.

These are just a few Amazing Benefits of Forex Trading.

But the Fact is that the Benefits in Forex Trading are endless and you get
to find out a lot more as you go on.

So {FN}, what are you waiting for?

And what’s holding you back from Starting Forex Trading?

Well out of Experience, I’ve learnt that a lot of People fear the Risk
Involved.

So if that’s you, then you need to Watch out for my next Email, tomorrow.

Where I share some Crazy Reasons why People Fail in Forex Trading, and
how to Manage Risk like a Pro. And make a lot of money doing that.

Look out for that mail tomorrow.



And i’ll see you then.

Michael Olatunji.

Email 3 - How To Manage Risk In Forex trading

Hi {FN}, How are you today?

Yesterday, I shared some amazing Benefits of Forex Trading. And why you
need to jump on it right away.

{FN}, I’ll be Real with you. Now, Although there are multiple benefits of
forex trading, the volatility of the market and the leveraged trading
instruments do come with increased risk.

However, there are a variety of ways that you can manage your currency
risk, such as attaching stops and limits to your position, setting price alerts
and using a trading style that matches your attitude to risk.

In this Email, I’ll share some very vital methods of managing risks and why
some People Fail due to very Risky actions.

Let’s look at them.

1. Being too Stubborn To Exit

When you realise that you have made a bad trade, as we all do from time
to time, don’t be a he goat about it

Don’t be too stubborn to remain in your mess.



Sometimes in your mind, you think a loss is not real as long as you don’t
exit a trade.

In Forex, a loss is not when you exit a trade but when your money starts
reducing.

Here you are on the wrong side of a market trend but believe that it will be
reversed.

It’s where you’re confident that the market just can’t keep moving against
you and will change at a certain price level.

This is not a Great Strategy as you could lose a lot from this single Action.

2. Trading A Big Position Size

In Forex, the bigger you trade, the bigger your potential loss and the easier
it is for your emotions to override your trading plans.

Be very careful of the size you use in entering any trade. It could make you
quick or it could mar you easily.

3. Stick To Your Trading Plan

Just like every Business, you need to have a Plan,

Forex Trading is certainly no exception.

And If you do not have a quantified and proven trading system, then your
trades are just random in nature.

NEVER make trades in random without any trading system.



Because doing so is the fastest way to lose your money. But having a
trading system will help you manage your risk

4. Bad Position Sizing Parameters

Big losses will surely happen when your sizing does not follow any
recommended strategy.

There’s no historical volatility.

There’s no worst case scenario.

There’s no playbook that you follow.

You are just increasing your risk factor.

The big boys have risk tight trading strategies, you should too.

That’s why I am inviting you to join my Closed Door trading signals group
that has been overly successful to all the participants in it.

But it all boils down to if you’re Serious about it. Because we only deal
with Serious Minds there.

If you feel like you’re that Person then [input next line of action ]

Michael Olatunji.



Email 4 - The Number 1 Forex Trading Strategy

{FN}, I’ve always been asked by my several students and followers - What
really is the Number 1 Forex Trading Strategy?

Well, simply put - A forex trading strategy should take into account the
style of trading that best suits your goals and available time.

For example, day trading is a strategy that involves opening and closing
positions within a single trading day, taking advantage of small
movements in the price of a currency pair.

On the other hand, position trading is the strategy of holding positions
open for a longer amount of time to take advantage of major price
movements.

Both have different time commitments and different techniques needed for
success.

So yes, that would be the Number 1 Forex Trading Strategy.

But there’s something you need to know about Forex Trading.

A Truth you need



Email 5 - The TRUTH about Forex Trading

{FN}, in this email. I want to share some more enlightening facts about this
thing of ours called - FOREX.

Now, FOREX, the short term for Foreign Exchange, is the biggest financial
market worldwide.

Its volume reaches over $2 trillion every single.

By comparing the volume of Forex with the volume of the New York Stock
Exchange, which is at $25 billion per day, you will easily determine just
how huge the Forex market really is.

Forex translates to more than thrice the total amount of the features and
stock markets combined.

Now, What is being traded in Foreign Exchange? Money

Forex is the concurrent buying and selling of currencies.

These currencies are being traded by means of a trader or broker and they
are traded in pairs.

For instance, the British pound and Japanese yen or the US dollar and the
Euro dollar are paired before traded.

Since you do not buy anything physical, you might find Forex trading quite
confusing.

You can think of Forex as buying shares from a certain country.



For example, if you buy Japanese Yen, you are actually buying a share of
the Japanese economy for the currency price is an indication of what the
Forex market thinks of the future economic health of japan.

Generally, the exchange rate of a certain currency against other currencies
is a sign of the economic standing of that country as opposed to the
economy of other countries.

The Forex spot market, unlike the New York Stock Exchange and other
markets, has no permanent physical site or location.

It is known as OTC or Over-The-Counter since the Forex market is
electronic and the bank networks work 24 hours a day.

Before, only the big guys and the rich ones could participate in Forex
trading.

But now, anyone can start trading, provided that they have a big starting
capital. But the capital you put in will surely pay off in the end.

I hope you learnt something new today.

Tomorrow, I’ll share with you a Story about How a Doubting
Thomas-Forex Newbie went against all Odds to make some good bucks
right on his First Trade.

And how exactly you can do the same.

Whatever you do. Don’t miss Tomorrow’s email.

See you then.

Michael Olatunji.



Email 6 - You won’t Believe How Much He Made On His First Trade As a
Newbie

{FN},

Let me tell you a story about Kunle,

We can actually call him Doubting Thomas.

He saw my videos of making profit using my signals.

He saw videos on complete strangers making money right from the first
week.

He also saw people that got my $100 fund.

He even saw people testifying on Social Media.

And maybe Just like you, he had one excuse or another stopping him from
joining our Exclusive Signal Group.

FINALLY, He joined.

Now, Guess how much he made in his first trade?

$67

In his first trade.

Imagine $67 profit on the first day you start a business.
How would that feel?



What would you do with it?

What kind of lifestyle will it afford you, if you start to make that on a
Consistent basis?

Well, you actually can if you really wish to.

Simply [action they should take]

We only want action takers, please.

If you’re not such person, You’re free to do nothing.

While, someone hungrier for a better Income utilises the Opportunity to
make more.

It’s all up to you.

And I’ll see you tomorrow, {FN}.

Michael Olatunji.

Email 7 - {First Name}, Come and Copy My $1000 Trades For Free!

{FN}, you may not believe it.

But One lazy guy joined my signal group last month.

Now, {FN}. I have seen many lazy people but this guy certainly tops them
all.

He’s a movie and game freak.



He’s always glued to the television either playing game or watching
seasonal movies.

I really never knew he was that kind of person.

Until after the first week of joining my signal group, I asked him about his
trades and the profits he has made.

He said that he has only traded once.

Once? Wow!

Then I asked him why just once.

And he said that he actually forgot. He was busy playing game.

At the end of the first month, after I had literally pushed him to make
trades.

I asked him for the screenshot of his monthly transactions.

He made less than 20 trades… in a whole month.

But that’s not the Crazy Part of this Story.

This Lazy Ass Dude made $1000 profit in that same month.

$1000 P R O F I T!!

Look, I couldn’t even scold him for being lazy.

I was just happy he at least made some reasonable profit.
So now, I can beat my chest and say “Come and copy my $1000 trades”



Even if you are lazy, you too can still make good $ for yourself.

Click here to join and start copying.

Email 8 - {First Name}, Will You Also Think I’m Crazy?

{FN}, I remember vividly when I told my mentor how I plan to help people
learn and make money using forex.

The look on his face said it all even before his mouth moved.

He wanted to know if all was well. Lol.

He even asked if probably I was diagnosed with a terminal disease and
dying soon.

As there was no other reason for me to be doing what I was doing.

Funny enough, my wife thinks so too.

She’s wondering if this is really the Man she ended up with.

And she prays to God every day to make sure that I have not been
bewitched and doing this with a sane mind.

Not to brag but who, in the right frame of mind gives out more than 2
million naira to complete strangers to help them fulfill their dreams and
make money?

Who else begs people to take action and commit to their dreams?

Do you also think I’m crazy?



Well, even I think I’m crazy sometimes. When I do the things I do.

One day (maybe tomorrow even), I will wake up with a sane mind and
remove this offer.

Maybe. Just maybe.

I’ll say you should hurry before my wife's prayer eventually removes the
insanity (if there actually is any)

So take action by clicking this Link while the offer is still on => {LINK}

Email 9 - Do You Qualify For This Free $100?

{FN}, I want to give you $100 today,

Yes, you saw that right. $100.

I want to give you One Hundred Dollars today.

But, you need to qualify for it
The qualification is quite simple though
All you need to do is

● Register on this brokers website (They give you the platform for
trading)

● Fund your account with $150

After doing this, send me a message with proof of the above and give me
your account details.

Do you Qualify for my $100?



P.S. I know a lot of people would take action now. Infact, I’m counting on
that because this offer goes off in the next 48 hours.

So take action by following the above steps Immediately.

Email 10 - 5 Rules Millionaire Online Traders Follow To Make Maximum
Profits

{FN}, If you ever want to join the group of Millionaire Traders, then you
should certainly read and memorize these rules.

Here are 5 Rules Millionaire Online Traders Follow To Maximum Profits.

1. Set Realistic Goals

Millionaire Traders have big goals but it does not stop them from having
realistic goals.

They want to earn as much money as soon as possible but it does not
mean that they are not realistic with their ambitions.

And it shows in their trades.

They don’t make trades with expectations to make $1000 from $100.

They set a profit goal for each day bearing in mind how much, they are
using bidding with.

Starting at a place with a target will help in structuring all your other
trading and you need return goals and risk acceptance before any trade.



2. They Are Not Trading Like Its Gambling

In gambling, there is literally no rule.

No need to predict or forecast.

No history or precedence to follow.

Just blind faith in the outcome of fate.

Never treat trading like that.

Follow the chart.

Listen to what it is telling you.

Monitor its history and predict where it is going.

That’s how Millionaire Traders do.

[There are just 2 Rules instead of 5]



Email 11 - 3 Steps To Become a Better Trader

{FN}, If you must become a Great Trader. There are some Important Steps
that you’ll need to take.

And in this email, I’ll be highlighting some of them.

1. Treat trading like a business

Like any business, trading incurs expenses, losses, taxes, uncertainty and
risk, and these factors must be taken into account.

The key to developing a successful trading business is good planning,
both for the overall business and for the actual trading.

Traders who want to weather the learning curve and stay in the industry
for the long haul will put in the time and effort to research and develop
strategic plans that encompass short- and long-term goals and the details
of trading: What will be traded and how it will be traded.

2. Always use a trading plan

Plan Your Trade — is accomplished through a trading plan: A written set
of rules that defines entry, exit and money management criteria.

Good trading plans often are based on experience or market observations
and developed through research and exhaustive testing.

While it is time-consuming and challenging to develop a profitable plan, a
major advantage is the consistency it delivers.

Trade Your Plan — for many traders, as difficult as developing a trading
plan. Trade your plan means following your trading plan exactly, without



making excuses, second-guessing or otherwise deviating from the rules
that were so painstakingly created.

Taking trades that fall outside the plan is considered bad trading, even if
they turn out to be profitable.

3.Risk only what you can afford to lose

While traders plan on making money (that’s why people trade, after all), it
is important to acknowledge that it does not always work out that way.

It is essential that the money used to fund a trading account be what can
be lost without impeding the ability to meet other financial obligations.

Losing money is difficult enough, but it is even more so if it is capital that
never should have been risked in the beginning.

4. Manage risk and protect capital

Properly managing risk and protecting trading capital is what keeps
traders in the game.

You also should avoid risking too much on any single trade.

The generally accepted industry standard is to risk no more than 2% on
any single trade. Many traders with smaller accounts find this limits their
ability to make substantial profits and may, as a result, risk far more.

All it would take is a series of losing trades to destroy the account.

Trading with a stop loss is another way to manage risk and protect capital.
A stop loss limits the risk that a trader is exposed to for each trade.

We all would like to always exit with a profit, but that is not realistic.



Because losing trades are inevitable, it makes sense to know how big
those trades are going to be.

If the trade moves in the wrong direction, it is closed and the trader moves
on to the next opportunity.

Being undercapitalized — not having enough money — is perhaps the
primary reason why many traders fail.

This is for a couple of reasons. One is that traders need money to make
money. Imagine a trader makes a 30% gain in one year.

That might be enough to live off if it’s based on a $200,000 account.

However, 30% of a $5,000 account is not enough to pay the bills.

Being undercapitalized also is detrimental because it becomes impossible
to withstand the inevitable drawdowns.

Again, it wouldn’t take many losing trades in a row to wipe out a small
account.

So {FN}, I hope you learnt a lot from this email.

Meanwhile, let me know if you’re having any Issues joining our Signal
group. Or what’s stopping you from Trading.

I’ll be happy to hear from you.

Michael Olatunji.



Email 12 - Scam Alert: Don’t Be a Victim of This New Fraud

{FN}, there are some people on the Internet (as well as in real life) that
will do their best to take advantage of others.

It’s a Sad but True fact.

The Forex market is a very lucrative and tempting opportunity for anyone
and therefore most scam artists will use it to lure people into their
schemes and steal money from them.

That is why I decided to dedicate this entire chapter to forex scams.

Why is it easy to get scammed on the Internet?

● Because everyone and I mean EVERYONE can purchase a domain
name and set up a website for less than $100. Even if they decide to
hire someone to create professional website design for them, they
still can get it done for no more than $200 - $300.

● Most people don’t know much about the forex market which makes
them easy targets for potential scammers as it is very easy to
promise dreams and manipulate the numbers and information
presented on websites.

● It is also very easy to hide from the public and, once you are
scammed, getting your money back can be very difficult or
impossible.



The most common schemes relating to the forex market are various
investment programs, also known as High Yield Investment Programs or
HYIPs.

The owners of these programs often present themselves as financial
experts that can bring unrealistic income through investing in forex,
stocks, sports betting, etc. and offer potential investors a chance to profit
on their “expertise”.

People who visit their websites see great opportunity for quick cash and
decide to invest money hoping to make a profit.

Unrealistic returns they offer are sometimes 200% - 400% within days!

But there is a catch.

Every investor must wait a certain period of time before he can withdraw
money.

For example, if the program says the return is 200% within 5 days, it
means that if you invest $100, you have to wait 5 days before they “earn”
you $200.

During that time your investment is locked which means that you can’t
withdraw even a single cent.

Of course this time is necessary for owners to “trade with invested
money” and “generate profit” to investors.

What is really happening nobody knows for sure, but here is most likely
scenario:



You invest certain amount of money and have to wait for 5 days before
you can withdraw any money.

During that time, scammers promote their program to find more potential
investors.

Scammers also offer you and others commissions for every new investor
you bring to their program which makes promotion of their website easy.

Each and every one of the new investors decides to invest a certain
amount of money and each and every one of them has to wait 5 days to
withdraw any money.

After first 5 days scammers usually collect enough money to pay you your
profit and to pay their first investors.

You and other first investors are happy for your profit and decide to tell
everyone you know about this program.

The number of investors grows exponentially and the money scammer is
receiving grows also.

At one point of time, scammers has enough money to retire young and
cannot afford anymore to pay investors their profits and usually HYIP
collapses.

In this scenario only first investors made profit, while many more that
joined this program later lost their money.

There are also scenarios where no one gets paid and the scammer just
collects money, makes empty promises and disappears with his program.



Also many scammers return later with new looking programs, under
different names and scam people again.

Some of them even offer realistic income and use that to attract more
investors.

But one thing you never know about these programs is WHEN it will stop
making payments or WHEN it is going to disappear.

Be Smart {FN}, and look our for this New Scam.

I’ll talk to you tomorrow.

Michael Olatunji.

Email 13 - Re: Finish What You Started, {First Name}

{name} You clicked on my advert,

You entered my mailing list,

You kept reading my mails,

You started this journey because you want to be part of what I am offering.

This is not the junction to stop.

The end of the road is joining my signal group to copy my trades
Winners don’t quit.

Losers always stop



What would it be for you?

Quitting or Stopping
You decide today

Click here to finish what you started

Michael Olatunji.

Email 14 - Don’t Envy This Newbie Who Left Some Traders Shocked.
Copy Him!

{FN}, Let’s get right to it.

This guy just made a $112 profit.

Complete newbie!

His name is Obinna.
His friend joined my signal group and started to make money.

He wanted to know what his friend did that allowed him to make money
without going to work, or even doing any work at all.

His friend introduced him to Forex.

He just knew that his friend copies and pastes some “formula” from
somewhere then makes money daily.

He didn’t even bother to do a simple google search anything about forex
He just knows that Forex means Foreign Exchange.



Shikina

That’s all he knows.

…and he didn’t even want to stress his brain.

Registered in a day, copied my signals and sent me a screenshot of his
profit for the day.

[image]

Don’t envy him {FN}, Copy him!

Email 15 - CLOSING SOON (open up)

{FN}, I think I’ve been good to you so far.

I have done the analysis for you,

I have made arrangements with the broker for you (He normally does not
accept Nigerians).

I have given you access to One Full Month of Trading Analysis for FREE.

I have even gone ahead to give you Startup Capital of $100.

All you have to do is register with the broker, fund your account, receive
your startup fund from me and start copying my trade.

And make more Money for yourself, not me.

If that’s not being Nice, then I wonder what is.



Meanwhile, you haven’t taken action.

Well, some “Sharp People” (I hope you’re one of them), have.

And now the door is closing.

Infact, it’s closing very soon. And I think you won’t blame me when it
finally closes. Because I’ve been good to you.

Well, you have little time to take action before you regret not doing so.

Simply Click here to enter before it closes

Meanwhile, I hope it’s still Open by the time you check this Mail.

And I’m not sorry if it isn’t.

Michael Olatunji.



Email 16 - URGENT (Your Last Chance to GRAB This)

{FN}, If you look at it..

I have cried for you.

I have laughed with you
I have taught you the basics of Forex.

I have given you money
I am promising you signals.

I am giving you follow up coaching.

Now…
I am closing the door, FINALLY.

You have just a few hours.

And the door will be closed FOREVER.

And I mean it.

Don’t let this pass you by today.

Please, don’t say I didn’t do anything for you.

Don’t say tomorrow is another day.

Hundreds of people have joined and they are already smiling to the bank.

You can either smile with them or cry in tears when you miss this
opportunity.



Your future self and your financial dream is literally begging you.

Click here to join NOW


